The Peculiar Friendship

IIn 1967, Bradley Caldwell was a son of the Old South when he left his hometown of Belzoni,
Mississippi, for a tour of duty in Vietnam. He left with the understanding he would return and
claim the life of privilege and power laid out and waiting for him. He came back a changed
man in a changing world – a man his father didn’t understand and whose changes his old
friends didn’t like. Instead, the Bradley who came back was friends with people he would not
have known before, like Little Joe Kennard, who had grown up on the wrong side of town –
that is to say the black side. Bradley and Little Joe may have grown up in the same town, but
they did not know each other prior to serving together. Why would they? They were raised in
the segregated south. They had lived in the same town, but it might as well have been different
worlds … and maybe it was. They came back after being to war, seeing its brutality and
depending on one another to live. They came back having seen so much together that they
were closer than some brothers. Forces would tell them to end their friendship and hold on to
the past, but how can you hold on to the past when you’re reaching for the future and holding
onto your best friend? What they saw and did together then has barely prepared them for what
they will share now – because some hurts are too deep, and every hurt is personal. For Little
Joe there is Marcus Bagley, a black high school student that Little Joe fears will be a casualty
of integration in the New South; for Bradley there is the overdose death of Donald, a man they
served with in Vietnam. And then there is Edger Fleming, an elderly man whose life spirals to
ruin and ends up being sent to prison for finally taking out his frustration and beating a
hospital administrator. Little Joe sees what happened to Edger as a failure of man’s bias
application of justice; Bradley sees it as the failure of man to show compassion. This book,
“The Peculiar Friendship,” follows Bradley’s and Little Joe’s lives into the turbulent 1970s as
they evolve as friends and men. And for Bradley, the evolution would change his course, his
life and his social standing. Little Joe, the African American son of a minister, believes the
key to improving society is through the judicial system. Bradley, the son of a judge, has
decided that man’s greatest hope is in spirituality. The differences and similarities of their
opinions are highlighted as they go through life. Little Joe decides that if there is to be any
justice he will have to seek it himself and becomes a lawyer. Bradley marries the woman who
has known him best and longest and been closest to him – a move that costs him his livelihood
and standing and changes his life in a way that leads him to pursue his true calling.
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